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To Editorial Board:

I certify that I (1) have participated sufficiently in this work to take public responsibility for the content of this manuscript; (2) believe the experimental design and method as well as the collection, analysis, and interpretation of the data are sound; and (3) have reviewed the final version of the manuscript and approve it for publication. This manuscript has not been published and is not being considered for publication elsewhere except as described in an attachment hereto.

I certify that all persons who have made substantial contributions to the work reported in this manuscript (eg, data collection, writing or editing assistance) but who do not fulfill the authorship criteria are named along with their specific contributions in an acknowledgment section in the manuscript. If an acknowledgment section is not included, no other persons have made substantial contributions to this manuscript.

I would like to emphasize that duodenal somatostatinoma is a very rare medical occasion and to date it has only been reported 200 cases approximately in literature. Our case report is an original one and constitutes particular clinical speciality (General Surgery) and clinical impact on this area of medicine.
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Corresponding Author